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From: David Goldner <PhotoGraphics@DavidGoldner.com>
Date: 2/16/2012 4:38 PM
To: Alan Novodor <novodor@msn.com>
CC: Thomas Bishop <tbishop@novodorlaw.com>
Alan,
You are asking me to be reasonable??? Were your clients reasonable to me in any way, shape or
form as they tortured me daily over a 2 year period right out of my own studio in the LA arts
district with their illegal use of the AIR next to me? You ask me to be reasonable when your
pathe c clients are con nuing to try and disrupt my life a year a er I le the Arts District? You ask
me to be reasonable when you are trying to sue me for $100,000.00 for wri ng the truth about
what your asshole clients put me through? The me for being reasonable is over and far in the
past! Considering what your clients have put me through as well as the comment below from your
ignorant and obviously frustrated colleague Tommy, the price per domain is solid. Thanks for that
Big T ! By the way, I hate sleazy lawyers as much as I hate douche bag wiener boys. But I guess
sleazy is the prerequisite for the job, right Tommy? Got anything else to say? Because your just a
pros tute that wears a e as far as I'm concerned, so blow me!
You know the price. Let's not play stupid! WurstkucheSucks.com's sale price is the same amount
your clients wanted to try and extort from me in your bullshit law suit. As I said, you set the price
per domain yourselves in that frivolous suit. And Tommy's li le comment below has locked that
price in ght for you. By the way, WurstkucheSucks.com is no longer alone. Their are now two
Wurst Kuche domains I've registered. WurstkucheBlogs.com was registered on the 11th, a er the
deadline I gave you. So it is not part of the deal I oﬀered. But you can buy that one too. It's the
same price as the first one. FYI, my first "socio‐pathological" le er to you was the first pos ng on
WurstkucheBlogs.com, with all my past and new blogs to follow.
I have also registered LAArtsDistrictBlogs.com where I also plan to post my blogs. That domain is
NOT for sale. But the blogs I plan to post there about Wurstkuche and your wonderful clients are
nego able.
I suggest if your clients are serious, you act fast before I register a few more Wurstkuche domains
and raise the price per domain. Again, the price per domain is the same amount that your clients
wanted to try to extort from me in your bullshit law suit. You and your clients set that price and
my father always said that "turn about is fair play". And he didn't like lawyers much either.
David Goldner (ar st & prac cing socio‐path)
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